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SYLLABUS 

WED 486 – 952 

Adult Learning  

(3 credits) 
 

Syllabus 

 
Instructor Name: Terre Eversden, PhD., CFCS 

Instructor Email: the1@siu.edu 

Instructor Phone: 618 453-1972 

Instructor Office Location: Pulliam 207C 

 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

This course is designed to provide an examination of the psychological and social factors 

related to adult learning.  Critical analysis of selected theories and concepts of learning are 

applied to the adult learning experience, learning styles, motivation in adult education 

programs, and workplace learning.  

 

COURSE RATIONALE: 

Learning is a pervasive feature of the adult experience both at work and in other aspects of 

adult life.  As students in workforce education, it is essential that we obtain the ability to 

critically analyze how adults acquire, process, and apply knowledge at work, in the 

communities in which they live, and in their personal situations.  As adult educators, it is 

critical to obtain the ability to examine the theories of adult learning and apply knowledge 

of learning theory in instruction to help motivate adult learners.  

 

COURSE GOALS: 

The following are the general outcomes of the course.  Students will:  
 

1.  Understand and analyze how culture, environment, race, class, gender and other 

psycho-social factors influence adult learning.  
 

2. Summarize the developmental challenges of adulthood including career, family, and 

aging concerns.   
 

3.  Comprehend the essential differences between pedagogy for children and andragogy for 

adults.  

 

4.  Examine the extent to which various adult learning theories address the concept of 

“adultness” and to what extent the theories identify significant aspects of adult  

learning.  
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5.  Discuss the implications for teaching suggested by various adult learning theories.  

 

6.  Analyze the assumptions about the learning process and the adult learning inherent in 

various learning theories.  

 

7.  Demonstrate instructional methods that apply adult learning theory and principles.  

 

REQUIRED TEXTBOOK: 
 

Merriam, S. B., Caffarella, R. S., & Baumgartner, L. M. (2007). Learning in adulthood: 

A   comprehensive guide (3rd ed.). San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. ISBN-13: 978-0-7879-

7588-3. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 

1. Reading Assignments:  

a. Begin reading the course chapters covered in Modules 1-5 under the Course 

Topics in the syllabus.  

b. Review the PowerPoint slides that correspond to the modules.  

Module 1 Adult Learning and the Adult Learner (Chapters 1, 2, & 3)  

Module 2 Theories and Models of Adult Learning (Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, & 11)   

Module 3 Contemporary Approaches to Adult Learning (Chapters 8, 9, & 10)  

Module 4 Adult Development & Cognitive Development (Chapters 12 & 13)  

Module 5 Intelligence & Cognition (Chapters 14 & 15) 

2. Discussion Board: 100 points 

a.   The Discussion Board questions relate to the course text. Discussion 

questions will be posted for Modules 1 through 5.  For each module, actively 

participate in the discussion of topics. You need to make five meaningful 

posts per module.  A meaningful post is more than “I agree”.  Each post 

should consist of at least 50 words per post. Each Module is worth 15 points. 

Do not delay your posts as it is easy to fall behind.  (75 points) 

b.   Students show interest in topics and discussions, asks relevant questions 

while extending understanding of topics, supports classmate’s posts, applies 

courteous and respectful manners during discussions. Responds to posts in a 

timely manner. (25 points)  
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3.   Reflection Papers: 100 points 
 

a.   Complete a total of two papers, with a maximum of two-pages each from two 

of five options.  Include thoughtful comments and/or questions raised based 

on your readings and research. To find selections of articles go to the 

Additional Readings link located under the Content Browser (50 points 

each) 
 

4. Philosophy Assignment: 200 points  
 

Research five adult education philosophies including theorists from each philosophy. 

Go to Web Links located from the Content Browser to learn about the 5 

Philosophies of Adult Education and to complete the Philosophy of Adult Education 

Inventory (PAEI). Use current APA style citation including double-spaced with 12- 

point font. Include all references used in text in the Reference list. Submit all three 

parts as one document. That would be Part a, Part b, and Part c, described below. 

Follow the Philosophy Assignment Format Example posted under NEWS on the 

course Home page.  

a. For each adult education philosophy, choose one scholar/pioneer to research 

(listed in the “People and Practices” section of the chart) and complete a one-

page paper for each that discusses his/her philosophy and contributions to the 

field of adult education. Papers need to be concise with condensed evidence of 

their philosophy. This will be a total of 5 pages (maximum).  (20 points for 

each philosophy) (100 total points) 

b. Write one two-page paper that explains the benefits and challenges of each 

philosophy as it applies to learning and instruction/training in the workplace. 

Consider various workplace or classroom contexts such as the military, 

corporate environments, educational institutions, health care facilities, etc. (50 

points) 

c. Reflect back on the Philosophy of Adult Education Inventory (PAEI) by Zinn 

which you completed. Write a one-page paper discussing your findings from 

the PAEI. Describe your personal philosophy of adult education, which may 

include a combination of two or more from each of the five philosophies. 

Include an example of how you would apply your own philosophy with adult 

students.  (50 points)          
 

5. Research Paper: 200  
 

Write a 5-7 page research paper based on a selected adult learning theory. Details are 

included in the assignment located under the Content Browser on the Home page. 

Use 12-point font and double-spaced using APA writing style. 

http://www.apastyle.org/ 

http://www.apastyle.org/
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6. Final Exam: 100 

The exam covers the textbook only unless otherwise stated.  
 

POLICIES AND STANDARDS:  

Students are expected to read assigned materials, participate in discussions, and complete 

assigned assignments and other requirements as assigned. Participation includes reading 

and staying up-to-date with the discussion posts of fellow students and meeting 

discussion post requirements for each module.   

You are encouraged to ask your instructor about any class issue not understood.  If you 

anticipate or experience any difficulties, make sure to contact your instructor as early as 

possible. 

GRADING:                                                                                                                                                        
 

A conventional letter grade will be assigned based upon the following cumulative points:                    
 

A = 700 to 630 points                                                                                                                              

B = 629 to 560 points                                                                                                                            

C = 559 to 490 points                                                                                                                              

D = 489 to 420 points                                                                                                                             

F = 429    > 0 points 

 

You must have a C or better for any WED major course to graduate. Late 

assignments will reduce your overall course grade, according to the following 

schedule: 

Assignments submitted 2-3 days late will be reduced 5% 

Assignments submitted 4-5 days late will be reduced 10% 

Assignments submitted 6-7 days late will be reduced 15% 

 Assignments submitted more than 7 days late will be reduced 30% 
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